Basic 1

Intermediate 1

Intermediate 3
Advanced 2

Self-introductions

Basic 2

Convey basic
information such as
your name and line of
work

Intermediate 2

Briefly convey your
personal history or
present interests

Advanced 1

Present a self-introduction
and talk about your
experiences

Convey necessary details
depending on the reaction
of the person you are
talking to

Advertise yourself while explaining your
experience, as well as your strong and weak points
Convey necessary details while
expertly avoiding any items
unfavorable to yourself

Getting
connected to the
right person

Social relationships

Briefly convey
your intention

Make simple
arrangements with
a friend

Listen to and
comprehend known
words, phrases, and
expressions

performances

Film and stage

Telephone

conversations

Changing the way you talk depending
on the person involved
Take part in business
meetings

Even if you do not know all
the words or expressions,
grasp the meaning based on Convey the main story
the main story line and
line and your impressions
visual clues
to someone who has not
seen the story

Understand the main story
line, while relying on your
visual sensation

Be able to invite someone out for a meal
together, or respond to an invitation, and
take part in a pleasant chat about national
affairs or cooking, etc.

Take part in normal conversation
during a home stay visit

Exchange greetings and
conversation required by
courtesy at a party

Listen and take
notes on the items
mentioned

Maintain smooth human
relationships through
conversation

Exchange appropriate
greetings on ceremonial
occasions

Understand subtle
distinctions in the
language and
expressions used

Give an revised speech
at a celebration

Talk with your neighbors and
get information necessary for
daily life
Work on a joint project while exchanging
information

Student life

Listen to an explanation, and fill out
course registration items necessary to
complete a course

Write a report in an
appropriate format

Debate issues at
seminars, etc.
Give a presentation on
an assigned theme

Listen to a lecture and take notes
Act according to
information posted on
a bulletin board

Consult with teachers or staff about school or daily life matters

Ask a classmate about something you
do not understand

television

Newspapers and

Check the TV column for
programs you want to watch

Guess the content of articles from
the captions

Understand
TV weather
reports

Digital mail

Read an article about politics, the
economy, or international issues
while using a dictionary

Input a message in
Japanese kanji and
kana

Read leading news
articles using a
dictionary

Read and understand
articles on culture

Enjoy documentary programs

Listen to news on the TV

Make arrangements
with a friend
Contact a friend

Almost without using a
dictionary, find necessary
articles and obtain correct
information while comparing
the data with other information

Contacts and reports in a
company environment

Correctly follow news commentary

Correspond with clients

